Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Heat transport through non-Newtonian fluids is the significant study in recent times because of its industrial and engineering applications. Oldroyd-B fluid is one of the types of non-Newtonian fluids. This fluid contains viscoelastic behaviour. Loganathan et al. \[[@CR1]\] exposed the 2nd-order slip phenomena of Oldroyd-B fluid flow with cross diffusion impacts. Hayat et al. \[[@CR2]\] performed the modified heat flux impacts with multiple chemical reactions on Oldroyd-B liquid flow. Eswaramoorthi et al. \[[@CR3]\] studied the influence of cross-diffusion on viscoelastic liquid induced by an unsteady stretchy sheet. Elanchezhian et al. \[[@CR4]\] examined the important facts of swimming motile microorganisms with stratification effects on Oldroyd-B fluid flow. Loganathan and Rajan \[[@CR5]\] explored the entropy effects of Williamson nanoliquid caused by a stretchy plate with partial slip and convective surface conditions. The innovative research articles on non-Newtonian fluid flow with different geometry's and situations are studied in ref's \[[@CR6]--[@CR10]\].

As far as our survey report the Newtonian heating effects along with slip order two on Oldroyd-B liquid flow is not examined yet. The present study incorporates the cross diffusion and modified Fourier heat flux into the problem. The eminent homotopy technique \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\] is employed for computing the ODE system and the results are reported via graphs.

Modeling {#Sec2}
========

We have constructed the Oldroyd-B liquid flow subjected to below stated aspects: Incompressible flowSecond-order velocity slipMagnetic fieldBinary chemical reactionStretching plate with linear velocity.Cross-diffusion effectsModified Fourier heat flux

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents graphical illustration of physical problem. The governing equations are stated below:Fig. 1.Schematic diagram $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Solution Methodology {#Sec3}
====================

We using the homotopy technique for validate the convergence of the nonlinear systems. The basic guesses and linear operators are defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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